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Drama / Characters: 3m, 4f Pretty Theft is a play about ballerinas, boxes and the dangers of beauty. After
losing her father, Allegra falls under the wing of bad girl Suzy, only to find an unexpected friendship with
Joe, an autistic savant. When things take a violent turn, Allegra and Suzy escape cross country and befriend
Marco, a mysterious thief who claims he cannot be caught. "Disturbing but touching...Mr. Szymkowicz
writes quirky plays about contemporary topics like online dating and gender roles, but there always seems to
be something - a knife, a rope, a dead body - in an unexpected place. In Pretty Theft, the undercurrent of
danger goes beyond quirkiness; it's more subtle and ultimately more horrifying. The play takes place in a
terrifying world where reckless people get hurt, and so do more or less innocent bystanders." -The New York
Times "Szymkowicz has not only taken the notion of theft and flipped it on its head - he's taken a story about
human beings at their worst and shown how we can claw our way back from the brink by finding the good
within ourselves." -The Villager "Adam Szymkowicz has written a play full of interesting people...The
dialogue and humor in this play are excellent...It runs a lean, intermission-less 90 minutes and is very
satisfying...This would be good theater for young women not only to see but also to perform." -
NYTheatre.com
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From reader reviews:

John Long:

Here thing why this particular Pretty Theft are different and trustworthy to be yours. First of all reading
through a book is good but it really depends in the content of it which is the content is as yummy as food or
not. Pretty Theft giving you information deeper including different ways, you can find any e-book out there
but there is no e-book that similar with Pretty Theft. It gives you thrill examining journey, its open up your
current eyes about the thing that happened in the world which is probably can be happened around you. You
can actually bring everywhere like in recreation area, café, or even in your method home by train. For
anyone who is having difficulties in bringing the branded book maybe the form of Pretty Theft in e-book can
be your substitute.

Shannon Blackshear:

Now a day people who Living in the era just where everything reachable by connect with the internet and the
resources included can be true or not require people to be aware of each facts they get. How a lot more to be
smart in obtaining any information nowadays? Of course the correct answer is reading a book. Examining a
book can help persons out of this uncertainty Information specifically this Pretty Theft book because this
book offers you rich details and knowledge. Of course the info in this book hundred % guarantees there is no
doubt in it everbody knows.

Maria Freeman:

Do you have something that you want such as book? The e-book lovers usually prefer to opt for book like
comic, brief story and the biggest one is novel. Now, why not striving Pretty Theft that give your enjoyment
preference will be satisfied by simply reading this book. Reading habit all over the world can be said as the
means for people to know world considerably better then how they react toward the world. It can't be stated
constantly that reading routine only for the geeky man or woman but for all of you who wants to be success
person. So , for all of you who want to start reading as your good habit, you are able to pick Pretty Theft
become your personal starter.

Duane Coley:

Reading a book to get new life style in this 12 months; every people loves to learn a book. When you
examine a book you can get a lot of benefit. When you read books, you can improve your knowledge, due to
the fact book has a lot of information upon it. The information that you will get depend on what sorts of book
that you have read. If you want to get information about your review, you can read education books, but if
you act like you want to entertain yourself read a fiction books, this kind of us novel, comics, and soon. The
Pretty Theft will give you a new experience in studying a book.
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